“Mistakes are a fact of life. It is the response to error
that counts.” - Nikki Giovanni

To err is human

Throw the dice twice.
First throw, choose a column. Second
throw, choose a row.
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“If you have the guts to keep making mistakes, your
wisdom and intelligence leap forward with huge
momentum.” - Holly Near
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Did you go on
the swimming
pool yesterday?

Did your
mother read
bedtime
histories to you
when you were
a child?
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Are you used to
work until late
at night?

Are you often
affected for bad
weather?

Did you call to
anyone
yesterday?

Did you cried at
the end of the
last film you
watched?
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My boss doesn’t
mind if he
upsets others.

I am committed
to learn English.

I don’t like very
much ginger.

I don’t like
when people are
late.

I exercise two
times a week for
to lose weight.

I have a driving
licence since
2015.
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Do you believe
on ghosts?

Do you know
where lives the
president?

Do you like
meeting a new
people?

Do you like
talking about
the politics?

Have you afraid
of cockroaches?

How many time
do you spend
online every
day?
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I never do my
bed.

I often forget to
do my English
homeworks.

I prefer don’t
travel alone.

I walk to my
dog three times
a day.

Is impolite
when people are
late.

My father
always has to
have the reason.
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Were you often
boring at
school?

What do you
usually buy to
your mother for
her birthday?

What you eat
for breakfast
every day?

Which floor do
you live?

Who can you
always rely of?

Would you
rather to live
alone or with a
friend?
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My oldest child
is older enough
to drive.

My prefer film
is Dirty
Dancing.

The last party I
went to was
really funny.

The partner of
my best friend
is an engineer.

There are no
space in my
house for a pet.

When I was a
child I wanted
to be journalist.
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